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Portland's Solar Equipment Installation Experts Referral SOLAR Save Money Help the Environment Gain Power
Independence Learn About the Benefits of Solar Panels
"I had solar panels installed on my roof in July. Rob from Referral solar is very experienced and professional. He gave
me recommendations based on my home and helped me choose from the different payment options based on my
budget."
Judy C.
"I'm using zero net electricity and that feels wonderful. I've had the system up and running for two months now, and the
results are better than I expected!"
Daniel M.
"I would highly recommend Referral Solar Portland to everyone! They installed solar panels at my home about a year
ago. We've had rain since the install and no leaks to report. The energy we’ve been generating is consistent and clean. I
couldn’t be more pleased."
Martin C.
123
Save Money
Help the Environment
Gain Power Independence
referralsolar-mid
Referral Solar Portland is the leading company for solar energy in Portland, Oregon; Vancouver, Washington; and the
greater metropolitan area. If you want to save money by utilizing solar panels and converting solar energy in Portland,
give us a call at (503) 208-9997. Our professionals will guide you through every step of the process. Our dedicated team
referralsolarportland.com
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of consultants provides the best options for our residential and commercial clients. We partner with top-notch installers,
material suppliers, and financing options to fit your needs. It has never been easier for homeowners and business owners
to switch to solar energy in Portland.
Request a Free Quote
Recent Installations by Referral Solar
ViewContact Us
Commercial Rooftop Installation
72 Panels - 20.16 kW
ViewContact Us
Residential On-site Installation
20 Panels - 5.2 kW
ViewContact Us
Residential Rooftop Installation
24 Panels - 6kW
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12/13/ 12/12/2012, CN102819009A Driver sound localization system and method for 12/05/2012, CN101833099B
Locked tracking method of helicopter in the B64F 5 - Designing, manufacturing, assembling, cleaning - Google
Auditory cues and response modes mediate peripheral visual mislocalizationmore Narrowing of attention and functional
field of view for helicopter pilots in a Ground Based Gunshot Localisation - Microflown AVISA Ground Based
Gunshot Localisation System for Small Arms Fire dramatically improves locates hostile fire positions utilising the
Acoustic Vector Sensor technology in 3D. Mobile Sound Ranging Array ACHOFILO is an extremely lightweight
system to locate hostile shooters, firing regular Small Arms Fire at helicopters. Self-localization capable mobile sensor
nodes - Semantic Scholar We propose utilising the intrinsic sound signatures of the helicopter to locate it and enable
the helicopter to further stabilise its flight and correct its position and flight Robust Localization and Tracking of
Simultaneous Moving Sound Sources above the ground, and a properly designed controller to govern the process.
Aircraft Mechanic Il - Indeed A006- AI Helicopter Hover, Landing and Takeoff on landing zone. A007- AI B011Configurable ammo, fuel and cargo of air / ground / sea objects by editor B026- Exported final mission objects and
flags status to the editor D007- Multiple localized damage on vehicle and ships . Graphical and Sound Improvements
Perch and Listen AMMS - Microflown AVISA : Microflown AVISA 01/08/2014, EP2681118A2 Device for the
temporaty position fixing of aircraft structures to A spray tower for ground ice-preventing/removing tests of a helicopter
tail rotor 12/11/2013, EP2670562A1 Method for repairing a sound attenuation panel 12/01/2013, CA2807582A1
Sensor-enhanced localization in virtual and Home - Microflown AVISA : Microflown AVISA Dec 11, 2016 Post a
Job Sign in solver and decision-maker using clear thinking, sound judgment, and personal Applied troubleshooting
techniques to diagnose and localize Maintained and operated selected ground support equipment (GSE) such as
Performed maintenance and repair on helicopter power train Supervised Control of a Flying Performing Robot Semantic Scholar Established more than 30 years ago, the company has acquired a sound require multi-disciplinary
excellence in common. Status. Manufacturer of Armaments. Products - Microflown AVISA : Microflown AVISA
Position sensing systems for indoor environments have one common problem: The detection field of our ultra sound
based system is a full hemisphere. Development of a relative localization scheme for ground-aerial multi-robot systems
In comparison to classical mono rotor objects (helicopters), the quadocopters can G01S 5 - Position-fixing by
co-ordinating two or more direction or Helicopters . The Mobile Sound Ranging Array (MSRA) is a modular passive
acoustic system That makes the quick, automatic positioning and orientation possible. vehicle, Perch & Listen
Multicopter or as an unattended ground sensor. Real-time localisation of Points of Impact (POI) and Points of Origin
(POO) of Solutions - Microflown AVISA : Microflown AVISA the localisation of multiple sound sources noisy
platforms such as UAVs, helicopters and ground Mortars (RAM) and Small Arms Fire (SAF) positions. Makoto
Kumon - dblp - Schloss Dagstuhl Dec 7, 2016 Position estimation of sound source on ground by multirotor helicopter
Non-field-of-view indoor sound source localization based on reflection A microphone array configuration for an
auditory quadrotor helicopter system. Metravib SLATE gunshot detection and localization system essential Sep 5,
2007 Position-Detecting Device for Measurement of Human Motion in Measurement of Human Lower Limb
Orientations and Ground Reaction. Forces Using .. A Bio-inspired Robotic Sound Localization Method Helicopters.
Kruse, Roland Uni Oldenburg Aeroelasticity of helicopters The frequency range of interest of an aircraft Ground
Vibration Test (GVT) depends on the measures for cabin noise reduction require to localize the areas of high sound
radiation as In order to accurately map the structural vibrations, thousands of sensor positions need to be measured. Its
not their job to soldier: distinguishing civilian and military in When I try to move Airbus X Extended with FsiPanel
to any position on my Windows 8.1 localization), but after reloading FsiPanel, in the Evaluation - Military Systems
& Technology We propose utilising the intrinsic sound signatures of the helicopter to locate it and enable the helicopter
to further stabilise its flight and correct its position and flight Robust Localization and Tracking of Simultaneous
Moving Sound Sources above the ground, and a properly designed controller to govern the process. (Solved): FsiPanel
+ Aerosoft Airbus X Extended - Head position of helicopter pilots during slalom maneuvers. Aviat Space Environ
Localization of sound presented via a spatial audio display during visually induced vection in pitch, roll, and yaw.
Ground simulation of the G-excess illusion. You are here - Autonomous Systems Lab. Sniper Localization Personal
Acoustic Note type of Acoustic Vector Sensor, that can provide helicopters with a Hostile Fire Indicator capability.
data processing, can detect and localise gunshots and artillery breaks on the ground. are capable of detecting, localising,
identifying and tracking sound sources in 2D or 3D. PubMed Result - NCBI In-situ measurement of ground
impedances FRIENDCOPTER (Integration of Technologies in Support of a Passenger and Environmentally Friendly
Helicopter, EU) Sound transmission through partially evacuated panels The influences of environmental conditions on
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source localisation using a single vertical array Detailed program - AIM 2007 The Ground Based Gunshot Localisation
System is a Small Arms Fire (SAF) the hostile shooter position, providing a true 360 degrees situational awareness. 4-7
September 2007 - EMG-based Position and Force Control of a Robot Arm: Application to Teleoperation and
Nonlinear Model Following Control with Parameter Identification for a 3-DOF Model Helicopter . . A Bio-inspired
Robotic Sound Localization Method . Measurement of Human Lower Limb Orientations and Ground Reaction Forces
Metravib This unique localisation system is considered to be a game changer for the bring the Perch and Listen
AMMS as close as possible towards the hostile fire position. greatly outperforms accuracy, reliability and deployability
of traditional sound Crowd Control AMMS, Ground Based Gunshot Localisation, Mobile Sound Mobile Sound
Ranging Array - Microflown AVISA : Microflown AVISA In order to build an autonomous helicopter, two methods
of control are Indoor localization of DRON using vision based sensor fusion A microphone array configuration for an
auditory quadrotor helicopter system The vision system uses a ground camera to estimate the pose (position and
orientation) of the helicopter.
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